VersaWhite Material performs as versatile as a Matte White screen material with the addition of being a dry-erase surface as well. The surface is coated with a scratch-resistant nanotech resin and transparent dry-erase layer for use as a white board while keeping uniform diffusion and enhancing true color rendition.

EliteProAV™ Series:
WhiteBoardScreen™ Thin Edge Series

Screen Material
- Unique optical coating supports high uniformity with picture clarity dry-erase whiteboard
- Gain: 1.1; View Angle: 180° (90° ±LR)
- Mildew Resistant
- Active 3D, 4K Ultra HD, and HDR ready
- No "glare" on projection surface
- Compatible with ultra/short-throw and standard throw projectors
- Surface can be cleaned as dry erase whiteboard
- GREENGUARD® and GREENGUARD® Gold Certified | UL 2818